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WEATIIER FORECAST
KENTUCKY: Fair and sornwhst warmer today, tonight
andirriday.

•

YOUR PROGRESSIVE H 086 E NEWSPAPER FOR OVER aoLur A CENTURY

United Press

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, Sept.

•

Crops In County Not
HelpedMuchByRain

MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

Changes Made in Curricula
At Murray High School; Is
More Functional, Flexible

Crops in the county were not 8,much by the recent rains
ool spell, according to the ofthe county agent. Farmers
e ow seeding cover crops in the
hopes that there is enough moisse Them' *ray Board of Education
ture in the ground to let it start O
ith the faculty has re-,
growing.
1
The Taylor Motor Company will
curricula of Murray
The late corn received little bene- have a formal opening of its new
This is- an etterript to
.eei?
fit as the dry spell had lasted for Dodge-Plymouth showroom
,6tas,Le0
and
...e school work more tunetoo lung a time. The lespedeza service shop next Saturday Sept‘SP.,,
e ese',,al and at the same time more
was benefited some, but generally ember 4. according to J.. T. Tayflexible than it has been in the past.
crops had gone too long to be help- lor, owner. The show room and
according to school authorities. A
•
Eaily Owen Raspberry age 39,
deal,
great
-ed a
service shop is housed in a new
changing and progressive communpassed away on August 30 gt the
ity causes. Ohanges in pupil's needs
The southwest and the great addition to the present building
City Hospital in St Louis. He had
and interests and to meet these
plans states broiled under a heat An outstanding feature of the
been ill for about four months and
change* the school program must
wave today, while the rest of the showroom is the glass brick coon his death was attributed to heart
be flexible and changed frequently,
ration was enjoying cool breezes. ter which is backed by colored
trouble.
it was said.
The weather bureau said the neon tubing.
He
is
Survived
by
his
parents
•
tempessitures were normal for this'
Two new courses are being addNo expense has been spared.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruark Raspberry,!
ed in senior high school this year,
time of year, but that was little said Mr. Taylor. in making our
and two brothers Herman, of St.I
eoneolation to those who were :automobile facilities as new and
Household Mechanics and Health.
Louis and Robert of Hazel Route
Sweltering under the hot western modern as possible. The service
Household Mechanics is designed to
two.
CONVERTIBLE—Seen
DUTCH PLEXIGLASS
on a Brussels (Belgium) street is this newbe a comprehensive course in main-sun.
I shop has been equipped with a
The fare -it will be held at the
type automobile of. Dutch make, featuring a plexiglass top that provides protection from
taining and operating a modern
• 'rite mercury soared to 115 yen-; Weaver fropt end' machine. Stewart
Methodist church in Hazel at 230
the elements and full vision at same time. The "blister" slides back and forth with ease.
home. It will touch oaswoodwork,
terday at Blythe. Cal., in the val- : Warner electronic wheel balancer.
today with burial in the Hazel
including repairimeertifinishing and
ley of the lower Colorado river.. Alemite greasing equipment. Sun
Cemetery. Bro. Childress of Benton
care of furniture, the most common
distributor Harry Cotham Arrives
At Yuma and Phoenix. Ariz.. it Motor tune up and
will officiate.
used modern electrical appitances
was 112. Las Vegas. Nev., reported machine and two post hoists. .
Arrangements are in charge of
and equipment, plumbing, heating
.
I Prizes will be given away free From Europe Aug. 31
111.
the Miller funeral home.
1Stars
and safe automoyle driving. This
It was hot and muggy in Los in the afternoon, amounting to
NEW YORK, (Special'-Harry
work will be in charge of 'Wilburn
Angeles. A pall of smog hung over , several hundred dollars. he said.
S-Sgt. James ta Wilson
Cotham of Route 1. Murray. arCavitt and full credit will be given.
One side of the large building
the *downtown area, so thick in
rived in New York yesterday atThecourse in Health will be In
Staff Sergeant James Claud Wilsome places that office workers will house all farming implements ternoon aboard the Cunard White
In the final game of the Junior
en) of the 93rd Station Medical connection with the expanded phywent home because their eyes and - service shop while the other Star linerQueen Mary. after a Softball League, the all-stars of
Mort Greenstone, past district
nd will
Group, Castle Air Force Base, Cali- sical- education program
watered so much they couldn't side will house the automobile bu- five-day voyage from Cherbourg. 'the league were beaten
9 to 6 last ' governer of district 163 in
siness
fornia will attend the Information be taught by Mr. Russell and Mess
west
see. Yetserday's high was 84.
France. and Southampton.
night by the Murray Junior AlltheI Tennessee, addressed the Murray
The building is nom; one of the
and Education Conference at the Rowlett. Courses id study in many
Near Big Basin State Park in
By United Press
Among the 1.979 passenger on Stars, after the score was knotted Rotary club at noon at the Wornans
most
modern
of
its
buildings
University of Wisconsin beginning other subjects are being changed.
type
acre
2.400
fighters were battling a
at 6-all in, the last half of
The likelihood of rent increases
Club House.
the
liner
were
many
travelers
reMurray.
in
September
13 and ending Septem- The two curricula are outlined besaid
it
forest fire today Rangers
eighth inning
low. Each has two sub divisions
Greenstone made an inspiring today stole the show from the ber 18.
turning
after
witnessing
the
Olymwas the worst In Santa Crux counThe Kentuckians scored three talk to the club and told them that high price of food.
with some changes iii the required
pic games Others participated in
Sergeant
Wilson
was
reared
at
ty history.
Registration Begun
Federal housing expediter Tighe
conducted travel tours of Europe. times in the final stanza to take they Were challenged daily to do
Hazel and is the son of Mr. H. A. subjects.
The fire threatened 10,000 acres
those services that would forward E Woods said other cities probably Wilson of Hazel. He is a graduate
Well known travelers include the game.
VOCATIONAL
of virgin redwoods in the park. For Institute Here
Jack
Benny.
radio
comedian. • Robert Adams started on the Murray and Calloway county. His 'would follow the example of Gale- of Murray State college and a
Commercial Divisions
Some 2,000 campers were ordered
sburg. III.. where landlords won an member of Murray
Registration began this morning Major General William J. Dono- mound for the Paris team and was home is in Paris. Term.
Lodge
105 Algebra
out of the park yesterday.
Visiting Rotaries was Val Urn- 18 per cent boost in rent ceilings F. & A.M.
for the second Annual Kentucky van. New York attorney and war- relieved in the fourth inning ey
Business Arithmetic
forecasters
bureau
weather
U. S.
bach from .Paris. Evan C. Evans yesterday.
Missionary Institute of the Kentuc- time head of 0. S. S. and Malcolm "Pee Wee" Hoosier
He was a Methodist preacher be- English
4
predicted generally fair and slightT.
and
C.
Collie
The
Galesburg
advisory
rent
were
ky Womans Christian Missionary Muir. publisher
guests of
Bieloge
of
Newsweek
fore his induction in 1941.
1
ly warmer weather for the rued- goelety, which will be held at
?Lex
Hurt,
Ray
Brownfield
control
was the
board obtained the inMaga retie.
,
He was trained at Camp Grant, Household Mechanics
Film Star Arrested
west and northeastern states
euest
of
George
Hart,
and
Howard
crease ley showing that the land- Illinois and Sheppard Fiel.l. Texas Health
Wells Hall at Murray State College.
1
Baxter was the guest of Robert lords had suffered hardship. It was and Sioux Fails, S. D.
for Using Marijuana
Reports indicate that attendance
History
184 PERSONS HAVE
1
Jarman
Other Rotarians bringing the first such increase granted
Stenography
REGISTERED
LIVESTOCK
2
1 this year will be greater than last
HOLLYWOOD. Sept. 2 (UPI - guests were Grover Wood James, under the 1948 rent control law
Typing
year.
Mrs. Mary Neale. Draft Board
I
"RUSSIAN ROULETTE" CAN
Police psychiatrist J. Paul de River Luther Robertson, Harry Fenton
In Chicago. a landlord's associaVesper services will be held clerk. amiounced today that 188
Bookkeeping
BE DANGEROUS
said today he knew "any number
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCK- each evening during the institute men had registered to
tion sent questionaries to 30.000
Electives
date. Per3
S
C.
COLUMBIA,
Sept.
2
tills'
tliPi-tUSof
film
people suspected of using
YARDS, Ill.. Sept. 2
members in preparation for a reHome Eonomies Division
at 7:00 p. m. on the` steps of Wells sons who were burn in 1924 will
-Pfc Kenneth W. Chase. and 18marijuana."
DA i-Livestock:
quest
for
Algebra
a
general
register
rent
conducted
They
increase
will be
today and tomorrow.
Hall.
by
year old regular army soldier. was
"But outside of drummer Gene
Hogs: 5.400, salable 5.000; bar- Dr. Dwight L. Stevenson of LexA spokesman for the group said
Saturday those persons born in
Business Arithmetic
in high spirits yesterday as he
Krupa
and
actor
Robert
Mitchum.
rows and gilts 25 to 50c higher. ington.
English
I he thought it could justify an in1925 wall register
4
drove here from Fort Jackson to
PALM BEACH (CC)). Fla,. Sept.
none of them has ever been arrestMostly 25c higher on weights 160
Science
1 crease "considerably in excess of
2_
2 1W:4-Police today launched a
visit his mother.
ed." he said.
lbs down: most sales of heavy hogs
History
15 per cent."
His companion. Richard Spicer,
Mitchum. 31-year-old movie hero, safari through the wilds of Palm
fully 50c higher, tpo. 529.50: bulk
Home Economies
Meanwhile,
wholesome
food
said Chase pulled out a 32-calibre
and three friends surrendered yes- Beach, where the grass grows high prices were dropping.
200 to 260 lbs. $2925 to $290;
Household Mechanics
Buyers at
around
pistol
the
million-dollar
with
two
bullets
estates,
in
the
$28
terday
50;
$27
25 to
160 to 180 lbs..
when two nareetics officers
Health
Chicago markets were cautious
chamber
in
and
search
said
of
Tillie
he
was
the
going
Tigress.
trapped them in a surprise raid on
130 to 150 lbs., $24.75 to $2675: 100
Elective
yesterday. and livestock receipts
to play a game of 'Russian RouArmed with guns and questionacongressional candi- era. Dewey said in a I. -s confer- a marijuana "den" in the HollySouthern
to 120 lbs., $21.75 to $23 75; light
were. light.
ACADEMIC
ble
advice
tette."
from
the
owner of the
sows avigrage steady; bulk 400 lbs. dates were warned today that they ence last night that the communists wood hills
Scientific Division
At Madison, Wis. Sumner II
half-grown cat, the officers set out
Chase whirled the chamber and
Down $25 to $28.75: few. $27; heav- cannot be dixiecrats and demo- would be kicked out of Washington
Algebra
His arrest renewea a flurry of
Slichter, Howard Economist. pie2
stuck the pistol against his temple.
to beat the carefully cultivated Pal"just as fast as a Republican presi- speculation of how
ier sows steady to 25c lower. mostGeiimetry
widespread
dicted
that
there
will
be
no
recrats at the same time.
H
metto
and
ed
e
pulled
Royal
the
Palm
trigger
jungles
and
it
click$2450
dent
to
$21.50
can
be
ly
elected and start do- marijuana smoking is in the movie
Erigliih •
cession following .the current post4
where the tigress was last reported.
.
Democratic national chairman J. ing it."
Cattle: 3.600, salable 3,000; calves
Science
colony. Mitchum hinted he wasn't
war boom.
4
Just
to
Police
prove
were
that
assured
it
always
by
Tillie's
Washsaid
in
McGrath
Howard
heidull;
Wallace-Henry A. Wallace took the only actor who occasionally took
1.500 all salable: market
Social Science
works, he, did it again. The gun Health
owner, wealthy John R. Holipkins. .
fers and mixed yearlings about ington that nominally-Democratic his campaign caravan into Missi- a puff from a "weed."
roared
and
that
Chase
their
precautions
died
instantly.
were
support
not
most
either
office-seekers
ppi, but' he may cancel all his
steady: most medium flesh kinds
Electives
"It's the latest style in Hollynecessary.
around $23 to $26; common to low President Truman's campaign for speeches there if the state insists wood." he said,
Classical Division_,
"She loves cars." he said. "Just
MARKETS AT A GLANCE
enforcing
medium. $19 to $21; cows moderate- election or else stop regarding on
segregation
Algebra
laws ' Dr. de River, who helps the local
.
Littleton's plans to give away
By United Pecos
English
ly active and steady: common to then-.selves as members of the among his listeners. The Progress- police figure out whit makes their open the back door and shell jump
in. She hasn't bitten yet.ive party presidential nominee en- prisoners break
free a Gay Gibson Junior dress in
Stocks:
Higher
in
moderate Foreign Language
medium beef cows largely $17.50 Democratic party.
2
the law, backed him
A less comforting thought Naas of- a contest announced in an ad else- trading
He said candidates in the south joyed a relatively quiet trip through
Science
to 19.50; canners and cutters. $13._
"automatically"
withdrawbe
fered
will
by
a.
representative
anof
the
Alabama
yesterday,
where
issue
Bonds:
in
of
today's
the
Ledin
Social
Higher:
U.
contrast to
S. govern50 to $17; bulls and vealers steady;
Science
"It's prevalent among artists," he
imal Rescue League. He pointed out ger and Times The only require- ments did not trade.
Health
medium to good bulls, $21 to $23; ing from the party if they spurn the egg-throwing barrare he sus- said. "for two reasons.
1
It mins
that
Tillie
probably
ticknever
had
been
Truman-Barkley
national
the
tained
in
North Carolina But he re- them up when
ment is that the lady register at
Curb stocks: Higher.
Electives
cutters and common, $18 to $20;
4
they're
working
se
Gov.
hungry
now,
slate
two
as
.days
of
Dixiecrat
is
fused
the
she
to speak in
the store.
Birmingham under a strain, and
More extensive guidance will be
Chicago stocks: Higher.
good and choice %waters. $27 to $31; et for
it acts as a poaway from the grade A sirloin to
Thurmond
of South when city officials made arrangeJ. Strom
At a later date the winner will
Silver: Quoted in New Yore at given all high schaol students this
common to medium, $17 to $26.
tent romantic stimulant.
which she had been accustomed.
be announced according to "Earl 75 cents a fine ounce. up 1-4 cent. year in selecting their subjects and
Sheep: 2,800, salable 2.500: mar- Carolina and Gov. Fielding Wright ments to separate Negroes and
"Now it's a well known fact that
Hopkins explained today that Littleton, owner Mr. Littleton 'emwhites in the audience. In a subcurricula. said Mr. Moser. RegistraCotton: Futures lower.
ket slow: early undertone weak of Mississippi.
Hollywood people are jaded. They
Tillie probably would not be at phasized that it is not necessary
radii, address.
The Dotiecrats are a fourth party sequent
Wallace have
Grains in Chicago: Wheat, corn, tion for both junior and senior hifsh
to lower on spring lambs; few sales
tried everything. The ;only
around steady; early top good and in this campaign, he said, and charged that northern steel interests way they can get any stimulation is large if he had not moved into a to buy anything in order to regis- oats, rye and soy bean futures school boys and girls will be Monday afterneon and Tuesday mornlower
ter for' this free -gift.
choice, $24.75 to shippers and but- their supporters are "leveeing the were behind the south's segregation to indulge in 'reefers.' It's the only hospital recently
-ing.
Democratic party just as effective- policy
chers: $24.50 to big packers.
way they have left to get any
•ly as if they supported the RepubLouisiana -Russell Long. son of
• if
thrill out of romance.licans of Henry Wallace's Progres- the late Sen
Huey aKIngfish"
PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE
Mitchum
was free on $1.000 bond
VFW Urges That
Long, maintained a slight lead over
sive party."
Max Churchill, commander of
today and will. appear in court for
McGrath's s- "ettleport-Trumen-or- appelate Judge Robert F. Kennon
American Legion Post 73 would
Reds Be Outlawed
arraignment Wednesday. Starlet
else" ' warning was directed pri- in their hot primary race for the Lila Leeds,
like to remind you that tomorrow
in whose home he was
ST. LOUIS, Sept 2 4 up -The marily at those candidates and U. S senate. Late returns from
Sept. 3rd is the last day to register.
arrested, and dancer Vickie Evans
49th annual necampment of the groups who have stated publicly Tuesday's 'balloting
You Veterens out in the county
wiped
out and real
estate agent Robin Ford
veterans of foreign wars today that they intend to remain active Kennon's early advantage.
register...... Please.
also were seized in the raid. All
urged federal legislation to deprive in Democratic party affairs even
PRAGUE. Sept. 2 SUM -Former his suburban villa in Sezimovo the newsreels
Texas -Complete returns from
I,ets make this the largest turnwere booked, on suspicion of violetcommunists of "privileges which though they support the Dixie- last Saturday's primary showed
The hitherto unpublished part of out ever. If you are not sure as
President Eduard Benes
Czecho- Usti, south of latague.
ing the state narcotics act, a felony.
might further their nefarious ac- ' crat ticket.
slovakia, seriously ill from hardenBenes' right side is paralyzed, he ,al, the United Press learned today. to whether vim ore eligible to vote,
that former Gov Coke Stevenson
and released on $1,000 bond each.
tivities."
ing of the arteries, is conlisletele has been in a deepening coma since lincluded these words:
I His statement came shortly after obtained 362 votes more than Rep.
go to t'alloway County fourth
The communist party, a reseilu- the South Carolina Democratic ex- Lyndon Johnson in their race for
paralyzed in the right arm and leg early yesterday, and, physicians I "Not all of the Czechoslovak peo- Clerk's_office.todar
,register-Hon adopted by the VFW delegates' ecutive committee named a slate the U. S.. smite- seat of retiring
and 'continuing to weaken" his doe- said he was 'continuing to weaken I pies desire the destruction of dern- Please.
.
sold. is "an agent for a foreign ' of electors pledged tee, Thurmond. Sen. W. Lee O'Daniel The results
ocracy. but you gentlemen and'the
tors reported at noon today.
gradually.'
. • police !tate. engaged in mass de-.I..e
An official report issued at 9:30
.-McGrath said "regular" Demo- are not official yet.
Newsreel recordings' of Benes' re- partyled ,by you do desire that I
struction of our liberties."`•
, . ats in many southern states are
PRODUCn
Taykr-Sere Glen Taylor, Henry
a.m. said . the former head of 'the marks when he was forced to ac- shoukt byerny-- segnisture deetroy
The encampment endorsed the, working to get Truman Barkley Walliati running mate. suffered
republic remained in a deep coma. cept the communist cabinet wereldemecracy in Czechoslovakia. and
Mundt-Nixon bill to outlaw the' electors on the November ballot a fate similar to Wallace's in North
Later a spokesman at the Benes 'edited to remove his accusations betray the prqmise dear not only
CHICAGO, Sept. 2 UP -Procommunist party.
I-so that the voters will get a Carolina when he was bombarded
that the communists were destroy- to me but to the whole nation duce:
WASHINGTON, Sepeti SUP)- househeld reported:
The delegates' were thrown into chance to cast their ballots for the with rotten eggs and peaches in A special house investigating comvere which lies in the words. 'PresidentThe President Is sinking fast. We ing democracy before they
Poultry:
30
trucks.
Market
an uproar when a resolution pro- national ticket.
•
Rexburg, Idaho. Taylor was not mittee today rebuked the federal expect the end to come soon."
released to the public. the United liberator-we will remain loyal.
steady to firm. plymouth rock
Vidinr that no future VFW end Other political developments:
hit.
"I am doing this ,solely to 'pre- fryers 42.
President Eduard Benes told the Press learned.
communications commission for a
• campments would be held in cities' Dewey-GOP presidential nomiTobin-Secretary of state Mau- 1946 policy decision on atheist Czech communists they were deUntil last February. the Czech vent the civil war with which you
Cheese: Twins'41 to 42 1-2: single
where racial segration practices nee Thomas E. Dewey and Heroid rice J. Tobin asked New York's broadcasts.
stroying democracy when he ac- elder statesmen had Managed to threaten me, and which you are daisies 43 to 45; Sv,iss 60 to 63.
exist was introduced. Upon motion E. Stassen worked in Albany on Liberal party to suppare.,-,P.resedent
It approved a report demanding cepted the cabinet list they distat- hold together a coalition govern- capable of unleashing. However. I
Butter: 423,451 pounds. Market
of Frank Loyal, Augusta, Fla., the the speech Stassen will give in Truman's campaign for election.
that the FCC immediately with- ed last February, the United Press ment in which both communist and believe the Czechoslovak people nervous. 93 score 76 1-2: 92 score
resolution was finally tabled.
Detroit next Tuesday in answer to
GOP-Republican campaign man- draw the controversial language learned today from an unimpeach- non-communists were included.
will understand my act, and that 75..90 sebre 68 1-2 Carlots 90 score
Truman's
President
cruppaign- ager Herbert Brownell, Jr., ap- of the decision. Some broadcasters able source.
Then he was forced to accept on the first occasion a majority of 69 1-2; 89 score 614 1-2.
(letting Around It
opening address there on Labor pointed Barak. T Mattingly of St. have interpretedthe decision as
This revelation came as the 64- communist rule. He did so in a them will prove that the methods
Eggs: 'Browns and white mixFORT WORTH, Tex.
Day. Participating in the talks Louis, general counsel for the GOP meaning they must grant radio year-old former Czech leader, who speech to Klement Gottwald, now you use are foreign to them, end ed) ,10,847 cases. Market weak.
in a Fort Worth nitre "Coffee Still were Senator Henry Cabot Ledge. national committee, as director of time
retired in bitter disillusionment president, but who became
the that you have under-estimated the Extras 70 to 80 ocr cent A 49 to
to atheists.
Sc a Cup, But We Don't Fill the It, Mass., and Elliott Bell, one of the labor activities of the DeweyThe committee's report will be after the communist coup. slipped first communist premier of the no- moral maturity, the loyalty, and the 50: standards 42 to 47: current reCup Near So Full"
, Dewey's top-ranking speech writ- Warren campaign.
slowly and steadily nearer de`ath at lion. This speech was recorded for democratic effort of ciiir people." ecelP111..40e. checks 33 1-2,
made public later in the week.
thel
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

- I One Man Has Job
,Putting Hiroshima
Together Again

ANNIVERSARY - AND PEACE

PUBLISHED BY THE CALLOWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The:,
Irlmes-Herald, October 20, 1901, and the West Kentuckian Januall,17, 1142
W. PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER
Published afternoons emend Sunday at IN North 4th St., Murray, Ky.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per wece 15c. per
month, 65c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, 5350, elsewhere $3•50.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITISIER CO.. 903 Sterick
Building, Memphis, Tenn.; 230 Park Ave. New York; 30; N. Michigan
Ave, Chicago; 80 Boylston St.
S'..-Boston.
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cities, grew from a village ti' a city

with no planning. The streets were
narrow, there was no senitation
system.
Since the slum-clearance work
of the atomic bomb, which also
cleared the better section of town,
too, the opportunity has arisen to
do a little scientific planning. That
Is what Major Jarvie is doing now.

THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCATION
•

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor
ar Public Voice items which in our. opinion are not fur the best interest , •
sI our readers.

Thursday, September 2. 18-IS

Wert Together
The major, an Australian army
engineer, works closely with Mayor
Shinzo Hamad and Yutaka Tereda.
chairman of the city counea
The major draws up lit. plans.
Hamel and Terada. who are real
go-getters, pound the ideas into the
heads of the other city officials and
the residents of the city
They make up a three-man learn
that is determined to make Hiroshima the most modern city in the
Par East
-It may
take 30 years," says
Jarvie.
-About 30,- says Hamai, -11 is
Mill' YEAR AepOnmc
rather hard at times to get all the
money we need."
SIIRFENOEFF12 70 Mr
"Never mind," puts in Tersida.
"we'll do it sooner or later."
Plan Is Broad
The plans being worked out by
Jarvte call for broad highways
modern sewage facilities. parks
and all the other latest western
civic developments.
Here are some of the things the
new city will have:
1.-A modern civic center.
2. A first class water system.
Two acres of ladino clover on
3. Modern transportation facilithe Jewell W. Oakley farm in ties.
Marshall county supported seven
4. Western style house numbering and street names_
cows for three months.

What About Peacetime Conscription?

The prospect of nine million young Americans lining
Up at draft registration desks all over the country between
now and September 18 repeats a pattern which is familiar
to us all.
The procedure is very much the sante as it was eight
years ago. although world conditions. fortunately, are not
yet quite as similar to those which provoked the draft of
1940.
We know, from the record of the last draft oriraniza- •e••••••••=••....7s.
tion, that it is possible for mismanagement. confusion. 4and ••.""
even injustice to creep into the machinery. especially during the pressure of war times. It is believed that the presstow<
ent registration, however, will function without the imper./.4m/v avccwn
oravALLy
fections of the war-time program.
the ms.n
We can not help but wonder how many
who sign over their 9ivil liberties to the government during the next three weeks, many of them for the second
Not everybody in
time, will do so lacking the conviction in their hearts that
peacetime selective service is justified in a free country.
Calloway county subIt is true that we. a freedom-loving people, don't like
scribes to The Ledger
to see our young 'filen compelled to commit themselves on
& Times but nearly
their signatures to a possible tenure of twenty-one months
in military service. We would rather see them learn a trade
everybody reads it.
at home, enter college. or pursue whatever calling they areattracted to.
Moreover, ive must admit, as veterans of military
training•in.the past, that a goodly amount of what the military considers "training" is entirely worthless to the
trainee and to the national security. And we can not close
our eyes to the peculiar influences of evil which inevitably
attend the -close segregation of Men.
In spite of all thee concessions, we can not deny the
expediency o; providing the American people with a permanent reservoir of military might with which to - withBy stu-ToN RICHMAN
fourth off Emil Kush.
United Frew Sims% Welke
Cincinnati humbled the Braves
stand the threats of recurrent foreign aggrOssion. Whether
+n' opener, 3 to 1. but Bostoili
we like compulsory conscription or not, the wisdom-rrf the
NEW YORK. Sept. 3 (4.1Pi±Thettli
e_t
pounced back with ..n 11 to 1 viepresent program can not be challenged.
of Pit:her Jack Kramer tory in the nightcap
Americans are probably more "rights-conscious- than
purchasefr an the St. Louis Browns last
Johnny Wyrostek's homer with
winter was paying big divtdenda
any other nation oi people on earth. We demind our conClaude Corbin on base in the sixth
f•a
the
today
Boston
as
Rsd Sox
stitutional rights and our states' rights and our individual
inning hilliped southpaw Johnny
they continued to set the pace in Vaner Meer
rights with vehemence — and we should do -sO. But we
gain his 12th victory in
the American League.
the first game_
should be just as concerned for the majority of those,Tights
Kramer breezed to his 13th triIt was strictly -no contest" in the
and just as proud of the responsibilities which our freedom
umph of the year against only four nightetIP as
the Braves bombarded
imposes upon us.
losses yesterday in pitching Boston
four Redleg hurlers for 21 hits, inDuring the past war. the United States government
to a convincing 10 to 1 decision
eluding Earl Torgeson's sixth-mover Detroit. The bieright-hander, rung homer With one on
prided a classification for men who did not want to acenjoying
his
-since
best
season
cept the responsibility of shedding blood. ThteLe men callThe Cardinals took over third
breaking in with the Br.iwns in place in the
National
ed themselves •'conscientious objectors:- we think a more
whipping
MERIT SCOOT-MOBILE--With his son in the side- 1939. scattered eight hits and mas- the Phillies. 4 to 2, in abynight
U
.
S
I
N
game
accurate label would be -kowards.'',•
along
merrily
Affannato
spins
Jacob
barber
tereu
Philadelphia
the
Bengals
from
start
to
'car,
in St, Louis TV/1i of the Card runs
Blood-shedding is an expetir that no person in his
a
new
longing
for
his
Dalai
scooter-mobile,
lin hie $265 homemade
were walked across by rookie
right mind covets. But it is just as isuportsint trr. kill for a
L. at,a1 itmained a full game pitcher
lautomot.ile sat.siled at last He says he gets 60 mUes to the
Robin Roberts.
who
principle as it is to die for a principle. Those of us
tae ,econd place Yankees,
gallon and a speed of 20 to 25 miles per hour from his one- ahead
The Giants knocked Pittsburgh
v.bo ,l.ruggled to a 12-inning. 5 to
were given the distasteful task did,n't appreciale the objs-ccylinder vehicle.
out of third place as they ended
4 victory .iver the St Louis Browns a seven-game toeing
tiossa -of "conscientious" people. -e".en - though they may
streak WM it
The Yanks won on Yogi Ber- 3 to 1 win under the lights
in Pittshave been in the danger area themselves. Nor could we
ra's 13th homer of the year in the burgh Morino Kennedy
pitched a
seethe value of .chaplains who went to war for no reason
12th, hit off Fred Sanford, who five-hitter for New
York, striking
Own to encourage us to do a job which was objectionable
went the distance for the Browns out nine batters and
losing his
ter them.
ge up 11 hits
shutout in the ninth inning on an
e Stirnweiss of the Yanks unearned run.
The marl who declines to sIV.d - blood to. protect his
By HARMON W. NICHOLS • big arid little committees have a and Al Zarilla and Les Moss
ot St
ftimily from a murderer has no right to the privileges of United
Bobby Feller gave one of his old
Press staff (o
pendent number of functions-all of which Louis also hit homers
h sband and father: the man 'a ho refuses to fight atheism
exhibitions, striking out nine batsimmer down t• , the simple• fact
Brooklyn widened its National ters a. he pitched the
Cleveland
hos no right to call - himself. a Christian; the man who at'ASHINGTON. Sept. 2 .UP.— that its about time a man can
League lead to a half-game by Indians to a 8 to 1 win over the
d‘esn't think enough of his privileges as a citizen of this. The hen of today is so far ahead I go to the henhouse and pluck an beating the Chicago
Cubs, el to 0,
tlf only free land on the globe, to accept the grim respon- of industry she', preweteally. a 1 egg from under a hen and feel while the second place Braves split Athletits. The win left Cleveland
a game-and-a-half out of first
menace
eggswon'tfit the
reasonable
sure that when he packs with Cincinnati
si ility of destroying human life, if need be. for its pres- hasket ,..0 to
place, Philadelphia five-and-a-half.
apeak They're too- it. it'll get where
it's supposed to
The Dodgers, spearheaded by
ervation, has no right to eall himself an American.
A three-run rally in the eighth
1 of 'cm. for the cartons
tog. a 1,
skinny Preacher Roe and Jackie o
• It is a foregone conclusion that none of us approve of and cases that are turned out on
nn
rsinagsto
ga ve
4 te
tt Ws•
ovhe
inon CS:n
En
a.
The
department
is
proud
of
the
Robinson.
licked
their
old
nemesis.
j
i
war; but preparedness for war has never yet been the the aseembly line. The too result
victory over the
progress that has been made in southpetw Johnny Schmitz who
White Sox and .put the Senators
ti1.'f•Il
• friaDIN: Int.
..lc:4e In
time of a conflict any more than the maintenance of a
the past several months.
had defeated Brooklyn five straight in sixth place. Chicago
staged a
(illy police force has pronrotisd rifts. We believe it iii at sin cities shipped hither he-re and thitThe report
on
cracked or 'times this season
Roe scattered three-run rally in the ninth which
not to afford protection fur' the thiings we cherish. or by her yufl.
splashed eggs hasn't subsided too four hits in racking up his eighth foiled
when Ralph Weigel bounced
So now the problem before Agri- much, but there has been an im- victory and second
failing to do so we encourage in in others.
aucceaalve shut- out with the bases loaded.
tattoos..
secretary:
Charles
Brannan
provement.
out.
• -Actually. few of the-nine -million men who are regisYESTERDAY'S STAR: Pitch▪ er
hich come firsta d his boys is: ws
There is still room for better
Robinson collected two of the Preacher Roe of the Dodgers, who
teying now-will ever see military service. But that is beside the
carton Or the egg' The depart- managemeot. The • fact remains Dodgers' nine hits, drove
in two gave up only four hits and no walks
the point. In Boston and in New York. there have been
l)less,, its soul.' stands jp.ehind according to an old egg man at runs arid stole a base.
Gene Her- to beat the Chicago Cubs, 6 to 0, for
PlekeI lines outside local draft board headquarters. pro- the • hen
the departmant of agriculture, that manski hit his 13th homer in the his second
straight shutout
teisting the compulsory regegration. 'To use this represents The Ilia case'movie art
one e.ut of every. six eggs shipped
•
depth.
lowest
.
anti-A merles ni,km at its
. testing toe, mach They are going .a.• too "tall fir the contains! That
Most of these protesters. it •has been ttscertainestr-arki along. though sfowly. building ing- results in what the department
Jibketi with communistizroup, the Wallace brand of "pro-, ar boxes to help keep 'op with calls a -hazard- and what I would
like to call -nrr—crarnhled eggs"
gtessivism
."or'some other farstit;ca! ,chool of thought. At `qciev's
•
•
aay rate it is obvious' that they aren•t,willing to fight, or Tne Agriculture Departno'.nt.
to train, or even to register their names in defense of Amer- .1 backed an 1411% Washed' rind mea•eri a Porai• 2.800 egi,•40nly sibinn
.
iciin principles.
AND LIVESTOCK SNOW
78 per cent were over -2 I-I itren(:s
-We like A.he words of Henry Cabot Latilire. who'said,
And oola shoo-1 11 pet cent
to
going
so
long•
is
-be an American at all, let hi mi be
'if a man
were more ihrin I 3-4 inches in
silthout any qualifying-eviijs:ctives: and if he is• going to be, riaorieter. Practically pulled size.
something else. let him tirop the word Arnerican from his .by,mra.lerin standards. prsonal -,cieripti(.n.''
s
we cothe ura to /946 vlied
ASHINt
, •
•: . Sept i
We.like to think ss.f an American as a man who cher-, ar:other survey win made fliaidy The American Automobile Asseipredicts 300 persons will
_Ashes so highly the_ freedom which his not iiina I ity 44!fordo was seresmit tpto-nii-a-bighim that he is ready at any time to do whatever it takes - under scientific breeding. and pra- he killed in traffic accidents over
(hieing -murder and longer clank The tabor Day weekend unfair'
'
it both-headed patriot or as a 1f111Mb-.
to preserve it : not as
Bo. what did the
aarton petit- motorists drastically • reform their
flersi gietriliatlion I. Seeadly
g fanatic, but as a person w ho !
,et,:s the ,wi,tioin of be-, joie du
A
about it' Not finol 1948- driving habits
ing prepared for war even in tithes of peace.
Orsatat Fair fraibits
for tile first time in aln.ost 30
The AAA esti:noted htere would
- There is little advice iv hich has- been given to the years-do we find a change. in egg he 25.000.000 cars Orr---Ch' road to
•
Water they • Bands
American people that We can subscribe to as vvhuh--heart- • easvs and cartons. About 1-18 of make the greatest-traffic jam in
eilly its-we can t6 these words of Teddy Roosevelt, who was . an inch this way and that ft a'al- history. It laid dowr, six precauWorld's Clisaipionship ROOE0
tionary :tiles for drivett„to follow
able to keep this country at peace on just such a presceirro.s. enOugb.'but net quite.
New Rides • Now Mimes
.1 Eggs are- bugger and longer toda,- if they don't v..ard to wind up "in
tion..-,L-- "Walk softly — and carry a brit stick."
_.
._;ano they're getting bigger and long- an emergency hospital or on a slab
•
-----. .
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Purchase of Pitcher Jack Kramer from
St. Louis Paying Dividends for Boston
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By EMINEST IROBERECHT
Visited Press Staff Correspondent
f1114CXSH1MA
Major S A
Jervie has the task of putting this
atom-bombed city back together-and his Job is to see that it gets
built right.
Hiroshima, like all other oriental

Yt5, 50N.
THE LAST TIME
WAS WHEN I
WAS IN JAPAN
.
.
- JUgT ABOUT
THREE YEAR'''
AGO!
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Egg Carton Folks Way Behind In
Making Cartons Big Enough
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HAIR RAISING FEAT -Ray Schiff, who works at the Westinghouse Research Laboratories in Pittsburgh, gives th
"hot seat" to Dr. Richard Hitchcock in the Westinghou
Theater of Atoms at New York's Golden Anniversary sh
at Grand Central Palace. Dr. Hitchcock, atom theat
director, is sitting atop a model Van de Graff generator
the charge of about 12,000 volts of electricity makes his
stand on end
•

after
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made
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5 Zoning to keep the flictory sec- Farmers in Ohio county set
tion confined to one area.
• sovA•cl ladino clover seed are ry.8 An atomic bomb memorial porting excellent pastures.
Nathaniel Mullins of Rockcastl...
park
I
The major is eager to have i county has his new tarns borne
and a water system.
plenty of places for flowers and
trees in tbe new Hiroshima. He
wants the Japanese:- to learn to
paint the outsides of their Rouses,
A
instead of leaving the natural wood I
f.•• 14,11..11•e•
exposed to the elements,
-Not only will pal.it rrilice their I
l'...4111'416,111.11.10111011V
houses last longer,- he pointed nut, t
The Emmett Ileyens Co.
-but a little color will go a long D
Art,f.ti• Limb
Amer <a
way toward giving these Peopi• •
‘411•1610[00•1 — istabis shod 1910
Ells
better outlook on life."
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I sh. the time That has. prompted in the morgues ice-box.- They are:
Plays Hide-and-Seek In Jail
7-w• 881r19."'" Equals 14111"'• --i v- ,;_. le.vectiment .. in Thu dr( SS4 if '1. Make an early start each day
fhlishoot
,
DIGHT0f4 Kan .t: i• • . 01- •' •
•
• I the department of agriculture-h. of driving.
.
.
oi II
fleets looked in the jail at,d f,
. speed.
Alikyi. Ga . Sept 2 ,up,__ ?4,..irle9l11:,ge • committee to get .iil 2. Avoid reckless
no.traee .if Paul Bilis.. Tht.y warn and MI f: Si" R. Gill. patents of .:i:•: work Ws working hard and It St n .3. Be careful •-a7Cd -courteous,
. . called the ,sheli egg container and '. 4 'Obey-traffic laws and reguled townspeople to keep their car, •_.
locked, thinking Bias hod escaped:: d ,lighters. got a 'surprise wh-•-.1 1 17
- , It i n g committee. representing sittna.
time
.for
their
seventh
The next day -Sheriff C J. VapPeffi it came
'he egg business.. In the, .4 -Keep away from alcohol while
Gill had tritY" ia,-.,--, • - -.:-..' one c.or.unithe can't driving.
looked in again The?" was. Bias ! I
I )
" 1•9 air Ivc Mrs Gill
stilt ,waiting to face' a robbery i IP 8 r"---.. ' Make sure-injradvance-that
iii(Ilk —Eliell on an egg roll
1.1,W
charge. He had hidden in the loft I - Thev :,1-:•i? .- sot 'anotiier aileprise. .7--,... ithout hetp. So this one has youc car is in sale ,and proper con• 1 Alt three .•,1' the'babies were joys 'half ,iii dozen subcomnriittees.'".Th-T- dition.
above the jail
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You get the convenience of twice as much food at your
fingertips . five separate storage aoncs, perfect temperature and humidity for ever)' kind of food.
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A."PEACEIPLATE" FOR TODAY.
°Sr Me.217g 'age
.eflo;
. . . •. .P. •

Worms Yield
Unele Sam Says Sheep
to Simple Mixture
An easy way has been 'found to
handle stomach woirni: one of the
discourt.ging problems in raising
sheep. A Mixture of one part of a
nine parts of salt kept before the
flock practically insures worm-free
sheep.
The mixture should be kept in
a covered feeder to protect it
against weather and to keep steep
from putting their feet in It.
County agents have plans for these
feeders, which can be made on she
farm.
Keep a supply of this mixture in
the feeder, and have the feeder
where the sheep can get to it easily. Keep the, mixture fresh. Replenish every week or two, and
stir it with a stick it it cakes. Tell
pounds of the mixture should last
a flock of 30 ewes two to three
weeks.
was
information
The, above
taken from Richard C. Miller's circular on raising sheep. published
by the C(Jlege of Agriculture and I
Home Economics. University of I
Kentucky. Ask for circular 459.

THURSLIAY PEACE PLATE

•

Get better acquainted with those Drain and rinse, (There will be about
cups cookeditoodles) and add to the
economy cuts of pork and the dish- 24,,
meat and tomato mixture. Place in a
es which enhance their flavor, ad- greased casserole; cover with di...tee
sise government home economists cheese and bake in a moderate oven
310° F) for about 30 minutes or until
Nati a side glance at the high brown.
Serves 4.
price tags on the loin cuts and
MENII 5170ORSTIONS: Accompany
fresh ham.
this hearty csssssole with baked squash
Learn to ask for arm pork steak and braised celery. using your oven for
or fresh shoulder hock, they say. all three dishes. Then try a relish plate
with your favorite pickles, carrot strIps
Or try blade pork steaks or. Bos- and
spired beets. For dessert, don't lei
ton-style butt. They all come cheap- down those who like apples with their
er than the more popular loin and pork. Make it deep dish apple pie with
ham cuts. And any one of them a crumb crust.
will be tasty in such a dish as to, FOOD TIPS: One pound of dry
day's Peace Plate.
noodles makes about six cups wher
•
We call it pork shoulder and broken into one-inch pieces. Wher
Doodle casserole but the other cuts cooked, noodles almost double if
can be used instead of the shoul- bulk. One cup of dry noodles niaket
der. The meat is braised — and nearly two cups of cooked noodles
there is the added flavor of onion,
In buying Cheddar cheese to:
tomato and cheese.
today's Peace Plate, remembe:
that one pound makes four cups
PORK SHOULDER AND
grated or cut into small pieces
NOODLE CASSEROLE

Distributed by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

was introduced to the newcomers.
From their lack of astonishment,
she reaozed that Stacy and his
father had already prepared the
Cartier women with tt*ir sob story.
but in spite of this, the older woman was unable to prevent a faint
lery.
frown of displeasure from wrinThe aunt was a finely-drawn kling her forehead.
expect
could
Aline
what
portrait of
Lotus left them soon after. .
to be at sixty—slight, erect. witn
The Corbtns had made it clear
an aristocratic head borne proudly what they wanted aral it served her
own purpose to accept their terms.
on her slim, aging shouldeft.
As she stepped out ot the motor- They seemed a bit stunned at her
younger
two
the
of
amiability. To herself she laughed.
boat ahead
Any .day soon you may be faced
people. Lotus saw her stare at Belle How easy it would be to upset their
Fleur and pause then her nand applecart! All she had to do was by MItIlle real bugaboos if you are
tnough
calling Ova, a part of your
she
not
as
that
to make a scene hinting
went up to her heart
some sharp pang of association was Stacy's 'or his father's mis- wages e.ery pay day. Bugaboo.. can
tress, and the Cartiers would leave ' pop up unexpectedly and now is the
caused a physical reaction.
, time to prepare for them. They can
Curtis Corbin strode down the Belle Fleur immediately.
them.
But she was a government agent. : hit you in many ways—money needterraced brick steps to greet
rd for your children's education,
'
move
amusement
a
such
and
with
busybody,
not a
Lotus noted
that ne had undergone a strange would only ruin her own and Law- . enough money to retire, or suppose
minded,
conservation
you're
If
, your wife or your children should
154 lb. perk shoulder
—
metamorphosis of character. Now rence's case,
Flour. salt. a
you'll appreeiate such things as a
sick? The bent attack on
Still, the thought that the Corne was very much the gentleman
tableypeme drippings or emiklag fat cturnb crust on a deep dish pie
I:hese bugaboos is to bny U.S. Sava
Prestige
donned
nad
attain
to
He
South.
bins were trying
Old
the
of
1/3 cup minced salsa
for using up those bread crumbs
lingti Bonds, week after week, month
1 cep tomato p
a silk pongee suit and a flowing by marryisig into one of New Or'after month, year after year. So
which do accumulate. For such a
I cap boiling water
black tie. In his fingers was the leans' oldest families was revolting. iign
ceps dry noodles (A4
I
up today for the Payroll Saccrumb crust, use one cup of bread
ever-present expensive Havana It should be prevented.
cup cheese (tp lb.).
Grant!
crumbs, one - half cup of sugar,
Steep-land farmers in
She had dinner in her room and ago Plan where you work, or, if
cigar — which-was not an affecta1w-1f-employed, for the Bond-a- county are buying tractors and I
Roll meat in flour, season with salt one-fourth teaspoon cinnamon and
tion. He bowed low over Miss, Car- tried to concentrate on one of Cur- Month Plan at your bank.
and pepper and brown in fat. Add the two tablespoons melted table fat.
tier's nand, as though he were tis Corbin's lurid detective tales,
hay-making machinery.
U.S. Treatoiry Departwr
tomato puree and water. Cook Toss together and spread over
about to alsS it. Evidently the same but her thoughts nagged her as reUntil meat is tender. Cook the noodles
tilling.
woman.
wings
other
fruit
had
they
or
lentlessly as though
idea occurred to the older
In 2 quarts of boiling, salted eraser, apples
tire continues, more stringent borfur she withdrew it from his warm and were buzzing around the room
der controls will be instituted, thus HE "SHORT LOOK"—The casual Psyche hairdo for dayAt last, in sheer desperation, she
clasp with haste.
On the still air, their words drift- sought the cooler air of the balpenalizing thousands of bona fide lime wear is ideal for hats such as this one by Walter Florell,
Curtis
cony.
ed to Lotus quite distinctly.
'round we have re- American tourists, the California The coiffure, ereated bt DeLeo of New York, features the
straggling
In
old
the
to
pointing
Corbin was
State Automobile Association resoft front and capped sides.
IN THE garden below, Stacy was cently asked one and then another
house. .
making love to Aline Cartier if they intended to vote in the ported.
"I believe this is the first time
you've visited us since the restora- even urging an immediate mar- November. Nearly twenty-five per
Kentucky belle is back again Tuesday morning out to themselves. tion, Miss Lucille."
riage. He Was suggesting that he cent said NO. Several said maybe
North
on
still
street
the
across
Just
"The first time I have ever vis- bring a minister to Belle Fleur to
Folks,.
after being absent last week.
and otherss—well, they didn't know.
tartly.
perform the wedding during their
you will know that I am ill or there Thirteenth. Hope every me will ited you," she corrected
delight- visit so that old Mr Cartier could Those who said they did not intend
how
imagine
can't
"You
birthday
at
the
here
be
to
is illness in the family when I fail be able
ed I am to welcome you and your not interfere To Lotus' dismay to vote may have reasons. We do
dinner on Sunday. September 5.
to write my letter.
grandniece—only you can Judge it Aline was peculiarly acquiescent to not know what their reasons are-Mrs. Lena Evans was Saturday
The writer and her husband was
we have done right by Belle Fleut everything he said.
that's their business—sbut it is also
I insisted upon my architects reLotus twisted her hands until their business to vote. We don't
made sad Tuesday night when a night guest until bedtime of Mrs
as
original
the knuckles were white. Surely
from their Pernie Mae Thorn arid mother, storing it as near to the
call came through
fellow who fails to
was possible. Only one room, my she could do something to nrevent believe that a
daughter Mrs. Lucille Bury of Ev- Kentucky Belle, near Springville,
study, is reserved for my own this! It would be tragedy for the vote, because he don't want to, has
ready
"be
stating
,
Ind
ansville.
Tenn.
things, my hunting trophies anu proud Cartier name to become In- any right to complain about the
when we get home to go to Springin the scandal which was kind of government he gets. *He
Mrs. Henry Olive and son Bill so on."
We
ill."
Looking up at the colonnaded almost certain -to break around the mry make a mistake in the candiville, Term. Sister is very
of Festus, Mo.. route 1, is now
little
a
agreed,
Cartier
Miss
facade,
o'clock
Corbins!
.got to Springville about 12
date he chooses if he does so to the.
visiting Mr. Olive's parents Mr.
wistfully, Lotus thought. "Y
• She 'paced restlessly back and
that night and found our daughter and Mrs. Smith Olive, Dover, Tenn.
persuaded them to do forth along the broad gallery until polls and vote, but we believe he
have
to
seem
I stayed with her the Miss Mary Helen Waters celebrated
very ill.
an excellent Job of work. Mr. Cor- the lights winked on in Aline's will come nearer .being- satisfied
past week and over until Monday her birthday 'Sunday, August 29.
than
•
bin."
room next to hers There was a with the men that are elected,
of this week. She was better when
He put an assisting hand be- bathroom joining the Iwo. out if he failed -to have a say-so in the
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Huey and
neath her elbow. "I only wish that
I left but not yet able to sit up.
sharing another bath election.
E. H. Simmons of Evansville, Ind. your brother could find it in his Aline was
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Clary are the
with her aunt: the door leading
Better take advantage of your
C. Simmons of Murray spent heart to be as forgiving as you ants
J.
and
into her room was locked on Lotus'
proud parents of a baby girl born
the first of last week by the bed- Aline. I'm afraid he still bears me side Turning off all her lights. she rights today or tomorrow. if you
near
20
August
side of Perrne Mae Thorn near ill will."
crept in there and listened with ate not properly registered, and go
Springville. Tenn.
"Charles cannot bring himself to her ear to the keyhole.
to the court house and make sure
Springville. Tenn. Mr. and Mrs.
—
ah
your—
with
W
J.
compromise
Mrs.
In a moment the elder Miss Car- that you will have the right to exBucy carried Mary Ann and Har- Northern business methods, Mr
bedroom
Richardson of
entered from her own
press yourself in the next election.
rison back with them to Evansville Corbin. As you say. I'm afraid he tier
Her voice was inclined to be
Murray was the
because of the illness of her sister. still remains rather bitter about high and at this moment indigna•
guest-of--her -Mr. and Mrs. John Goodrich and the sale of Belle Fleur."
tion made it shrill. ..
is not supposed to
This
column
rents. Mr. and
shadthe
into
back
shrank
Lotus
street
"Aline I'm astonished at Stacy
Children of North Thirteents
Mrs. F. H. Humas the fourscme neared the Inviting us here when that Miss give the Ledger & Times any puffs
were from Sunday until Tuesday ows
thoughts were seething Kirkman is around—it's sheer ef- ;in free advertising, but we do hear,_
Her
house.
phreys of Hazel.
and
night guests with relatives
It had never occurred to her that frontery!"
the people say that the classified
Monday afte
free
friends around Tennessee River. the Cartier family had been the
"Hush she'll hear you!"
is certainly bringing results
noon.
of Belle Flew And 'Oh I've nothing against the girt section
again soon.
owners
all
you
Previous
See
for
rent.
for
the
use
who
to
those
Hello. Macedonia folks! Kenmanner
considering the despicable
personally—she's really quite pret—Kentucky Belle
tucky Belle and husband moved
in which Curtis Corbin had ac- ty and charming. out a cabaret sale and wanted columns. We could
%MUM!
not pass up mentioning this fact,
quired it. how could Aline and her entertainer and unchaperoned!"
I-1,1CW(
grandaunt bring themselves to visit
SNialLt
-But Mr Corbin explained all whether manager Jim Williams apSlang&
lob
his
here? Stacy must have done
that—he said she was sick and nao proves of it or not.
well — evidently Mine had fallen no friends or any place to go."
• • • I.\
C • l•
•
•
's--st.
head over heels in love.
"Humph! Looks healthy enouge
a
for
bound
Mexico
are
you
If
doeen
Corbin
to me And Curtis
HEN the group was in the strike me as an exactly kind
motor trip, no use to entertain the
house Lotus slipped down the neartecl indivichial
idea of selling your car, after you
COOL and COMFORTABLE
us
grounds
the
across
stairs and
There was a pause then Miss cross the border Mexican authorher rendezvous with Stu Lawrence Cartier said in a querulous tone
MEANS
He was there in the oircgue "What wese vou and Stacy talkint ities, alarmed at an increase in car
smugs ling from this country, have
looking as ill-kempt and fierce as about in the-garden all eveninss
roast
asnbet
an
were
ever His eyes
Real-life father and
announced they are cracking down
"He warns me to marry turn
VMS ••11101C•PI 100/4000 COWs
Core
and from the s'ados of the cy- Tante."
with stiff penalties on tourists who
son bring doublepress and the swarthiness of his
It
lOOK
me
Let
etis
"Marry you
in
their
automobiles
sell
illegally
brands combined!
leading
two
thrills to you'
next
at
bearded face, they peered bark
More independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the
your eyes child—you're riot cieep0
say if the pracher like some wild bean's. To het in hav with mm are you Alines' Mexico. And they
dismay, she felt her heartbeat
ic out it would mean eel
quicken at the sight of nim.
ting Belle Fleur oack in the Lam
She told him about the snake ily "
and the new arrivals at Belle rein
Old Mirss.Cartter didn't reply
then though she longed to linger that directly Lottis neard ner ems
left hurriedly for fear Lerhene a tong, ne,staivic sigh
"You;
t/011it
inititig
would discover her Since that nr-t urandfa t her 'would
ne tem os
earthe
meeting with Lawrence.
out ae women nave
shocker!
dener always seemed to be some- different way of tsoking at thine,
where in the background when the It is a neatnifut place Aline— trail
11
was alone --suileni‘ taut It should never ociong t;
thought
irai6
tig
O
appearing to rut the grass or re-nne any( !IP out the Carticrs."
oick flowers for Ps'ie
or
the bushes
Pleur's Sevres vases She was cer'7u oe continued;
tain that Curtis Corbin had as'The charm?'•.y in this serial ne.
sisned him to watch her
,..•• ,•,,
NAN LESLIE
e
,••re.
As the re-cone"-'0 •

"I'‘,1vAvec\q

CHAPTER THIRTY
HE next afternoon Lotus
watched the arrival of Aline
Cartier and her spinster
grand-aunt from her own gal-
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Bekkels 'WADS

Nrst fah,
'
with Tadocco Men
so

So round..so firm.. fully pocked..
and easy on the draw
So

4

FRIDAY
and Saturday

W

AT LAS-17 ON THE SCREEN TOGETHER!
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LUCKY STRIKE

FINE TOBACCO

JACK

HOLTIOLT

WE DO

Job Printing Of Any Kind

RICHARD MARTIN

Pfyyloced by
HUMAN SCIAtOM
D4rocted by
JOHN RAWLINS
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INSTALLS HAY CRUSHER
The first hay crusher in Daviess
county has been installed by Foor
Bros . operators of a large dairy
Red clover hay, baled seven hours
after it was cut and run through
the crusher. has kept in excellent
to County
condition, according
Agent John E. McClure. The dairymen told him they made a good
investment when they bought the

11.•••••• rio, by
•
NM .1 WW1

SUNDAY and MONDAY
IRENE DUNNE and PATRICK KNOWLES
in

"LADY IN A JAM"

crusher.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS -:

VARSITY
NOW
TODAY
and
FRIDAY

.Oft Alt Island

I

Western Kentucky

Tries New Grams
New varieties of small grains are
finding favor among fat mers in
Western Kentucky, according to
County Agent Warren Thompson'
of Hickman county.
Kentucky No. 1 barley is outyielding all other varieties. he,sail.
Average yield this year was 25
or 26 bushels an acre, which tres-Asaid was five to seven bushels
more than other varieties made,
He found that his variety of barley stands up well. does not winter-kill as much as some other
kinds. and its feeding qualities are
okay. Jackson No. I is an-other
barley showing up well in western
counties, according to Thompson.
Improved oats which Thompson
reported gaining in favor are TenX and Fulgsain. He was told they
produced up to 90 bushels Inv acre.
Clinton seems to be the best spring
oats.
Coker No. 5 is the wheat that
"is taking the day" in Hickman
although Thorne, wheat
county
Is holding its own, Thompson reported. His Claims for Coker No.
5 include early maturity, little
rust, short stems and strong straw.'
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VARSITY THEATRE
"On An Island With You."
Hr. 46 Min.)
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Murray Girl Scouts
Hold Monthly Meet

Following the breakfast. Mr and
Mrs Resig lefI for a wedding trip
through several eastern states The
bride chose for her going away
costume, a lovely two-piece dress
of peacock blue velvet with gray
accessories. She wore the flowers
from her bridal bouquet and a
rhinestone necklace with matching
earring& a gift of the bridegroom
Upon their return, they will be at
home en Pennsylvania where Mr.
Resist is a junior student in civil
engineering at Penn State.
Mrs. Resig is a graduate of the
Murray high school in the class of
43 and graduated from Murray
State college in '46.
Itits4jResig graduated from the
Alt,a
high school and serVed
three years in the U S Navy, part
of which was spent in the South
Pacific. He is at present a junior
at Penn State
• • •

•

Locals

r

. Social Calendkir

Weg 41419f:40a fuotiol nail

Announces
that he will teach Voice
and will accept students beginning
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 6
1102 Viiest Main Street

Phone 398-z-W

•••
Surprise Birthday For
Miss Clara Pete Self

A surprise birthday dinner was
given ter MISS Clara Pete Self on
her 11th birthday August 29, by
her sister Mrs Troy Scott at her
home on Route 6. She received
several nice presents She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Pete
*elf of Murray route 5.

Get

d

NG

Come into the store for
complete details.

We use
ind i

•

Pi

SMART SET ...
Further proof that opposites attract! The
Evergraod Rayon Crepe top and Bengaline
skirt make a happy couple and more than
one addition to your wardrobe. (They also
go out with other partners.) The skirt is
Black, and you have your choice of Club
Green, Dancing Red and Royal Blue for
the buttoned-up. jacket.‘9 to 15. $17.95.

SI
-Rich

You'll dress the part in Gay Gibson's
combination plain and plaid dress (pan
wool, part rayon). . . . It's wonderfully
wearable and the wide jersey belt with
the silver buckle makes little of your
waist. Grey with red, green•or purple.
All for $22.95. Junior sizes 9 to 17.

1
Se

_

GOO[

U5

MA

Fall Fashions
Begin with a Slender Waistline ...
And everything about this bolero-effect
iress slenderizes your waist. Double
breasted with a jersey girdle done up brown
and a buckle you adjust for your own
comfort. Pastel plaid, rayon and wool
(blue, pink, yellow or white) in sizes 9
No, 5412
to 17. $22.95.

•••

4", ---)

Black Vie% fur Juniors
Black has human interest appeal
(male, especially). For dates that rate,

Tell Your Neighbor About
The Ledger & Times

Gay Gibson stresses the charm of
Black Memphis Belle Rayon Crepe,
with Bengaline once around your
waist forming a swishy bustle, again
around your cuffs, and yet again at
your neck. You'll be the most-lookedat girl on the dance floor. Ours alone
No. 4408
for $19.95. 9 to IS.

206

J. 0. P

Mix Your Ou n .
Scotch as the wee

S22.95

You'll feel like doing the "Highland
fling" when you see this Rayon Glen.
Plaid suit dress with the delicate
Scotch airs. Mix the skirt with blouses
and sweaters for double duty. Grey
or, Brown, in Junior sizes 9 to 17.
No. 5406

Littleton's

A

44.44

RGE PI
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high sae
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ter aai
inve
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week in
per bush(
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No. 3106
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at
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on wish
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You may win your selection.

Senior Girl Scouts
Plan -Sleep Out

HUGH McCEE

PORTA:
NERS

RO

Select your favorite Gay Gibson,
Fall's smartest dollar's worth in
junior fashions.

Kirksey PTA To. Meet
Wednesday, Sept. 8

The Senior Girl Scouts have
scheduled their first asleep out" at
the Girl Scout cabin to be the night
of September 10 For this occasion
each girl carries her own cut and
breakfast.
At this time, they will initiate
any girls who wish to pay their
dues and participate in the Zout
activities during the coming year.

THUM'

Personal Paragraphs
Hob,n

is visiting his
Mr. C E.
mother Mrs W D. Hobson. Cleveland, Tenn:
Mr and Mrs. William Jeffrey and
son gill were in Louisville yesterday.
••
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Resig and
children Richard and Benny and
Miss Rosemary Nagle, who have
been in Murray to attend theallesigFenton wedding, left yesterday to
return to their home in Altoona,
Pa. Mr. and Mrs. Resit; will stop in
Chicago enroute for a few dayt.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J Long, of Chicago
are remaining for a few days visit
with her father Mr Harry Fenton,
falowing her sister's wedding.

Miss Reba Jo Cathey
Honored With Shower

Activities

Weddings

The regular monthly meeting of
the Murray Girl Scouts was held
yesterday afternoon at three o'clock
at the Girl Scout cabin with Mrs.
011ie Barnett_ commissioner, presiding.
During the business session plans
were made for a house tour to be
held September 27. 213 and 29. for
which tickets W ill be sold by the
Scouts for a motorcade to view the
new homes in Murray. This will be
a money making dri,e to aid toward the Girl Scout budget.
The council also voted to send
Preceding the marriage VOWS,
Mrs Barnett to a regional meeting
church
Catholic
the
from
the choir
to be held in Columbus. Ohio en
in Mayfield. sang Ave Marie. ImOctober
of
Mr. and Mrs. T. P. Jones and
pledging
mediately following the
Plans were also completed for
son Joe Frank have retusned to
the vows. and during high muse
the
at
meat
the senior leaders to
Paducah after a weekend visit with
Ed Fenton. brother of the bride
cabin at 3.30 p.m. Thursday. Sephis parents Les Jones and her
sang Pania Angeles& with backtember 9.
father C. H. Thurmond.
ground music from the choir. ---The highlight of the meeting came
Richaru nests was his brother's
when the girls made plans for their
best men and another brother.
representatives to broadcast. The
Little
Benedict acted as server.
tentative schedule is as follows:
Miss Maria James was flower girl
Sept. 2—Public Relations comThe bride, given in marriage'
mittee: Sept. 9_Senior' Scouts:
by her father, was beautiful as she
Sept. 16---Finance committee: Sept.
Cathey. 23--Women who are opening their
Honoring Miss Retie
proceeded down the white carpeted
aisle, wearing a wedding sown of bricie-eleet of Ralph Lee Maxey. new homes for inspection Septemwhite net ;i-ith a long train and the Misses Dorothy Nell Smith, Anna ber 28 to aid the Girl Scouts in their
full length veil and a tiera of tube- Lee Crass, and Anna Lou Heater money-making project; Sept. 30—
afternoon, Mrs. A. B. Austue's troop of 'InterMonday
roses, She carried an arm bouquet entertained.
of yucas lilies and tuberoses Her with a miscellaneous shower at mediates. Oct. 11-Bitrs. J. M. Cononly ornament was a string of Moo Heater's home
verse's Intermediates. Oct 8--Troop
pearls.
Mrs Palen Thurman Jr assisted Two , Mrs Robert Miller's troop':
The table center- Oct 15—Mrs. L U. Overbey's
The Maid of honor Mies Ann with serving
Fenton, sister of the bride. wore a piece consisted of silver wedding Brownies, Oct. 22---Miss Violet
floor length dress of aqua sheer bells and pink ribbon This theme Comb's Brownies, Oct. 29—Miss
over a heep skart. • rith a short was aLse carried out in the refresh- Ina Smith's Brownies: Nov. 4_
veil caught up at the .crowr. with ments, presentation of gifts and' Finance Committee: Nov. 11—
Senior Scouts: Nov. 19—Mts. A. B.
carried an ar- other decorations, i..,.
red roars Sh
In addition to the many lovely Austin's troop: Nov 25--Mrs. J. M.
roses'
rangemeot
Immediatelf !lowing the are- gifts the bride-to-be was presented Converse's troop
wedding with a gift corsage of carnations
mollY• a. three '\ touese
breakfast Was served at the Club and tuberoses
Those present were: Misses GeHouse far ferty-three persona. ineluding the briday party. and out- neva Cr ASS Eleanor Heater. Evelyn
The Kirksey Parent-Teachers AsHeater. Letricia Outland, Carolyn
.of-town guests and close friends
will meet September 8 .it
sociation
Ann
Orr,
Betty
Sue
Bobbie
was
enhanced Vaughn.
The I-shaped table
in the school building
o'clock
1.30
LindMartha
Morris.
toilette
with pretty floral arrangements Smith.
with Mrs. Johnnie Walker, preand the three tiered wedding cake sey. Annette Webb. Betty Shroat.
siding
was decoreted with white and pink Ann Lowry. Betty Carreway. Clara
Plans for the year's program will
roses and topped with a miniature Jens. Miller, Bennie Lee Kingins,
be discussed
bride and brideiroom. Napkins Wanda Lee Farmer. Mesdames EdThe membership chairman. Mrs
with the n'ernes ef the bride ana gar Merrell. Bawl Smith. Galen
James Gray, expects a large enrollbridegroom and place cards carry- Thurman. Jr. Harold Hopper. Al
ment of parents.
ing out the bridal motif were used Hewitt Leer. Pogue. Gene Allen.
Mr Regass.-•pruw(pal ...asked for
A -delightful dessert course of ice H W Wilson. and Joe West
cooperation of the parents.
the
Misses
seer!
gifts
Those
cupidl
sending
featuring
cream was served
parents of the children- in
The
Suzanne
Upchurch.
Ann
George
and his arrow
who are interested
community
this
Jane
Cunningham
Sue
The dining room mantel tended Miller.
expected to be
a background of elegance with its Earle Johnson, Anne Adams. Joyce in the school are
present at this meeting.
center attraction of white burning lirynr.. Mary Lou Simmons. Hilda
• • •
tapers in silver 'candelabra and Hughes. Martha Jean Baker. Charflannd with baskets_ at glads and lease Orr. arid Mesdames Paschall
II
West and Max. Carlisle
fere -

a lovely wedding ceremoily a;
the Si. Leo Catholic church at nine
o'clock yesterday morning. Miss.
Claire Fenton daughter of Mr. liarry Fenton and the late Mrs. Fend
ton, became the bride of Mt. John
Vincent Resig. son of Mr end Mrs
Joins D Rests of Altoona. Pa.
The churah was beautifully decorated with floor baa'sets and artistic arrangement: of gladiolo,
tuberoses end -,i'..pnanotta interspersed wit. Oa,. and greenery at
vantage points throughout.

—
TIPS FOR HOMEMAKERS
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Thurmond
are anssvers to home veryHere
AnSan
of
and daughter Jenifer
of housewives front
problems
Cecil
visiting
day
tonio, Texas are
Agriculture and
Thurmond, relatives and friends the College of
Home Economics, University of
for several days.
Kentucky.
1. Walls painted iwth a casein
paint may be dry cleaned with a
rubbtag sponge.
Thursday. September 2
2. A good rug cushion helps prewill
The Murray Garden Club
vent flattening of the pile of the
p.m.
meet at the Club house at '2:30
rug and Adds years to its useful,D. L. Divelbiss is chairman and 11 ,55.
Mrs.
last weekend in St. Loin& ,
3. Delicious sandwiches may be
urges that all members be present
Mr. and Mrs.. Quinton Simonsen
made.
by grinding rev., vegetables,
be
made
can
s
appointment
that,
„so
Miss Rebecca Thurmona of Chat- and children Becky and Dean are
such as carrots...celery or cabbage.
tanooga, will spend the weekend vacationing this week with Mrs.
The American Legion Auxiliary and mixing with salad dressing.
with her father Cecil Thurmond Simonsen's parents in Springfield, will meet at the home of Mrs. The filling must be Made daily to
and visit with her brother Beni.Mo, Mr. Simonsen is news editor Claude Aoderson in Hazel at 8:00 insure crispness.
Who is here from Texas.
for the Ledger and Time& •
p.m.
4. Protect school books by mak• •
removable covers of plasticising
of
Group
Matrons
The Young
Mr. anal Mrs. Morton Fusberg rewhich may be wiped off.
cloth,
ci
.
e
Mrs. Gcla Thomps,,n and soii
will
Church
the First Christian
James have returned from Austin. tiumed‘to New York this week after meet at lilt)'at the home of Mrs.
THOSE EASTERNERS:
Texas, where they- attended the visiting Mrs. Fosbere's parents. Mr. M. C. Ellis, '206 North Twelfth
wedding of Mrs. Thompson's son and Mrs. A. P. Bonner. -For. the street.
N. M. UP)--Frank
ROSWEU..
John David Thompson to Miss pt two years the couple has
Thursday, September 7
Kaufman of the Haswell chamber
Europe
in
extensively
27
traVeled
August
on
Robinson
June
Billie
to think
A general meeting of the WSCS at commerce is still trving
• • at the University Church of Christ where Mr. Fosberg was director of
to a question put. to
will be held at the First MethOdist
anew&
the
Government
.
Military
for
research
in Austin.
3:00 p.m.
him by a telphotte caller.
Germany. In New York the couple Church at
"What is the altitude of Rosuniversity
(3olumbia
at
be
INDEPENDENCE, Mo. AJP.)—InBill Ross. son of Mr. and Mrs. will
in
. Fosberg is finishing.his dependence. the home of President well?" asked the feminine voice,
Herman Ross, has recently accepted where Mr
.
an obviously Eastern accent.
Ph.D.- degree.
In
nacious.
president-co
,is
manager
of
advertising
position
Truman
the
"Three thousand feet," Kaufman
the current city directory, hideof the Dodge City Journal, a weekher.
told
es
p1
6
9
oi
names
the
City,
lists
is
pendence
ly farm publication in Dodge
Mr. Herman Ross, Olive street,
does that
hew often
"And
Okla.
at present a patient at the. Wood- idents of the United States. But it change?" she asked.
namesakes
find
to
••
man hospital in San Antonin. Tex., has been unable
- -Fillmore. Garfield.
Dr. anci Mrs. Hugh Houston and where he is receiving treatment for Van Buren,
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS.
Coolidge.
and
Taft
Roosevelt,
resting,
and
spent
Overbey
Wells
and
Mrs.
Mr.

(dub News

JO WILLIAMS Editor — PHONE 374-M

Miss Claire Fenton and Mr. John Vincent
Resig Exchange Vows Yesterday Morning
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Save Money

an

big-time fashion next year. He merit only when we've got a corn-1
has scatter-arm tendencies.
fortable lead in a ball game. At
,
observers believe that all other times. I have to steal on
Some
Pasoceossior.
find a ready market for third- Johnson. at 30, is slowing up- By JACK CUDDY
Only you caw
signal. That's natural. you know
United Press Sports Wrtter
baseman Dillinger in the Bronx. I particularly in attempting double So-the more times we get ahead.
FOR RENT--In Varsity Theatre
PORTANT tO KELVINATOR
PREVENT
building. one room suitable for
the camparatively poor home plays.
And
the better I like it. I love to run
4UP
Calloway
2
in
Sept.
live
NEW YORK,
NERS-If you
small business. Apply Frank LanthirdColeman,
Jerry
Young
year
this
Louis
St.
at
bases.
those
attendance
FOREST
toduy
indicated
FIRES!'
-If you have purchased
S3c Grapevine reports
caster. Phone 322 or 10574.
sacker for the Newark farm club,
Inflator appliance, range,
that a well known New York might prompt such a deal.
pubfavorable
much
received
has
, water heater - from
Fifth Casulty at VFW Meet
FOR RENT-One bedroom, furnish- baseball club was "that way'
Despite the Yank's menacing bid
licity; but he does not appear to
other than your author"ed. College girls preferred, or cou- about a St. Louis "bandit."
for the pennant, it's an open secret be the brand of batsman the Yanks
ST. LOUIS. Sept. 1. UPi-Casen Riley Furniture Co.,
ple in College. Phone 546-J. Sic
After two heart-lashing struggles that the club has a third base would want in a campaign aimed
ulties at the 49th annual Veterans
If
effect.
an
not
is
guarantee
Harris'
our
with the Browns, Bucky
problem. The hot corner is being at
2,000,000 of Foreign Wars encampment here
another
attracting
FOR RENT-Four-room apartment
on wish to have these appliances
by
young Bobby home attendance.
Yankees were glad to see the St shared now
504
at
rose to five today with discovery
Located
bath.
separate
with
canyou.
uaranteed, at no cost to
Louis outfit head for the west; Brown, against right-handed pitchN. 4th St.. Telephone 1096-M-J.
It's true that Dillinger of the of the body of James D. Stone, 43,
ct Riley Furniture and Appliance
but it was whispered that the ers, and by veteran Billy Johnson.
Use our Classified Ads - They
S2p
E. Thomas.
Browns is no April pullet in years. Magnolia, Ark., in his Baltimore
tf
o., at once-Phone 587.
Yankee club would like to make against southpaws. Brown has been
the business.
get
hotel
room.
of one Brownie quoted as stating that he plans to He'll be 30 on Sept. 13 But he has
FOR RENT-Furnished apartment. a permanent guest
by
extended
out
not
been
burned
1
No.
CORPORDillinger,
VE
this
of
PROGRESSI
quit baseball at the end
RGE
has an elec- Robert Bernard
DON'T FORGET our Auto Auction Phone 687-J3. It also
play in the majors. This is only
ATION has opportunity for young
Sac base-bandit in the American lea- season in order to complete his
tric stove.
Saturday beginning at
every
Sale
the big time,
course at Tulane univer- his third year on
gue.
medical
high school or college graduate,
10:30, rain or shine $2.00 if they FOR RENT-2-room unfurnished ashould Bobby re- and he appears to be merely apHowever.
sity.
c 22-28. who can operate typeMuckerman
C.
Richard
Should
don't sell, $10.00 i/ they do sell. partment near court square. Call
proaching his peak. He is playing
ter a:A has car to make insurand associates decide to dispose ot main with the club there is no better than ever before. He is
Anybody can sell ... anybody can
S4c
be
1128 or 9117.
would
he
that
investigations. Mileage alnow
assurance
durcash
for
more Brownie talent
buy.-Main Street Car Exchange
batting .314, and worknig right
for use of car, excellent
the off season, they'll doUbtless able to cover the third corner in
and Auction Co.. Hopkinsville, FOR RENT-Furnished apartment. ing
now on a 13-game hitting streak.
nity for advancement, optf electrically equipped, no children.
Ky.
Yesterday, he got four hits in
ANSWER TO PUBVIOUS PUZZLE
Western Kentucky. No
. available now-Mrs. J. D. Rowlett
six trips against the Yanks. They
Only
traveling required.
good
a
of
NEED
IN
IF YOU ARE
S41,
711 Main, Phone 157-W.
Falfil 21001U113 C120 included a double and a triple. In ,
rig posttioa with future
36-To yelp
washing machine, see your Thor
ACI10118
80 times times up against the
AI ft. 1113131M
-Plower
31
395, Paducah, Ky. S4c
S4c
dealer. Barnett & Kerley.
3S'-Discolorrid
Yanks this season, he garnered 24
LIMES] OM
1-Corrupt
teams'.
41-Dawn
4-To gather
r-431_40W
5114FMKI
hits for an even .300. And he batform
9-13•41or
frigeration Sales and FOR SALE-Five acres of building
42-Mythological
ted in 11 runs. which isn't bad for
12-Practice
Chestnut
on
property
993-J.
Phone
business
or
maiden
ies.
IT
13-Lucifer
a lead-off man.
COMMUNITY DECORATING CO.. 14
44-To make sad
-Part of "to be"
E
, one block south street, adjacent to College Sta44-Coffin
and outside. Com- 15-Form of"shall."
inside
painting
Chatting with reporters after
Picnic
48-Brids•
dium; known as "Baptist
liff.441a_491AMOGIAI''
eet.
out
plete decorating service. Contract 11-Put
49-Wooden pas
t9-cbeas piece
Nal (BEM CIA yesterday's game, the sandy-haired
EU
Grounds." Call owner. Telephone
conittellation
1111-A
Free esti- 21-8word
-speed merchant said he regretcd
LIMA
I p1.0
Sap or hour. Call 688-R-4.
23-To Mho
pening the first 181.
/*ARS
u7
55-PronCien
mates
15-Man's name
to report that the hot pennant
rivet
$2.00
M-Prench
Price
r.
week in
T0
Pi-Printer's measure
typefight had made pitchers more than
51I-Lyric poem
Standard
Royal
dough
as
SALEwork,
FOR
1.9-To
phone
Street,
d
WeI ever alert to his larceny.
'401;3'
per bushel.
•
Pi-Printers'
ii-sage of roof
writer, in perfect mechanical com•
111(.31111.1
I3-To place
374-J-W
60-Frets
West
710
in
$50.00.
DOWN
-county
Price
14
Bob, who wears the same shatter
dition.
a!, ae, 31, Sept. 2
Si-Housabaie ged
ingland
Three miles East of Murray, Ky., first house south of
S2p
Main. Phone 185.
proof spectacles on and off the
-Public vehicle
I
LOST- Red coin purse between
tree
3-8hade
bases
23
had
stolen
he
field, said
I f 6 7C
,
Outland School House at E.O. Street Farm
3-Precious 01.1111
JOR .SALE-Dodge panel truck, Wallis Drugs and Tolley's Food
this season and hope to beat the
4-To amaze
three-quarter ton, new tires, motor Market. Reward. Return to Mrs
5-Mother (collotk)
114 thefts with which he lead the
6-Dined
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9
S4c
.good, '38 model. Room 320, Na- Noel Cole. Phone 409-W.
circuit last year.
2-To rescue
0
,
.
;0
•
-r-- front
tional Hotel, after 3:30 p.m. S2p
shoot
-To
11
1:00 O'CLOCK RAIN OR SHINE
"But it's a tough proposition."
ambush
9-intrance
,tr
&
,
kr
continued the medium-built, wiry
FOR SALE-i nor washing machine
10-Native metal
hay.
guy., who looks more like a colter
11-Place to sleep
The follow mg will be sold: 7011 bales of good gram and jap
with G.E. motor. Large size. Reas02r
‘
4
.'
16-To peer
professor than a ball player. "Al- Outstanding pair of mare mules. 7 and 8 years old. Nice work mare and
selling, leaving town. Phone
for
on
WAS greatSunday
good
rain
The
yield
-To
111
UESSWORK
S3p ly appreciated. ponds and cisterns
30-To bend knees
though I'm faster than I was last colt. Cow withNsecond calf. Four year springing cow. Sow and nine
141. 209 N. 12th St.
i a(
v V
23-Pine Bap
We use factory trained men
year. and have my (et-away and pigs. Three seas to farron soon. New rubber tire wagon with bed.
getting low as well as crops
were
23-Abrasive material
ilectsE
AUTOMOBIL
FOR YOUR
35'
24-Biblical king
timing sharper-it seems a miracle
and hay
•utiering. Tobacco cutting is the ornd tuneup machines
plants
-Climbing
36
John Deere disc harrou. International disc cultivator. Mower
S4c
Kerley.
*ones. see Barnett &
now ever time I make a steal. I
21-Roman historian
New
der of the day around here.
machine.
washing
Maytag
spreader.
lime
drawn
seat
rake. Tractor
' THE BEST BUY in town on
SO-Birds
mean they watch me like cats
9
Mrs. David Harmon and Tosco
33-Pieces of lumber
Several rims of new wire, woven and barbrafrigerator.
Norge
ft.
3-4
8
covers will be found at Barnett &
their
on
up
They're
kittens.
with
35-8topcocks
II3 7/01
Sac Callins are on the sick list. Hope
double plows. Harrows, coon foot and
36-To revolve
, Kerley.
toes more than last year-wide ed. Shovel cultivator. Single and
40-Cart
both will soon be well again.
Lawn mower. Numerous
separator.
Cream
shelter.
Corn
‘rf;
section.
ta
,
45.-Mends
awake all the time
FOR SALE-International Pickup
Mrs. Lela Linville -and children
44-To enlist (war./
- • A -professor asked if manager sman toots.
,
4T-TUmsh
and
one
.
'hay baler, 1942'Chevrolet
S7'
Ralph. and Mrs. Frances McGee
ci 1
Bob to
40-Pedal digit
Zack Taylor permitted
a half ton truck. 1935 Ford truck. arid children left for their homes in
11111-1.111liOT
11
steal wile/weer he wanted to
9a
1111-To reeling
I:
1930 Model-A Ford. light four- Detroit. Mich., after a visit with
IS-Town In
"Oh. no-," replied the man
Oklahoma
wheel trailer, public address sys- relatives and friends on Route V
from Glendale. Calif. "I have the
64-Beer (poet.)
tem. seasoned oak arid cedar lum- and Buchanan. Tenn. The Linville
111-1R1ght WorshIpfill
privilege of using my own judgetaseri
ber-Rudolph Paschall, South 13th families gathered at the home of
MOM,
Sp
Itha
Linand
9874
Mabel
Mavis,
Phone
Misses
St.
By Ernie Bushmiller
ville last Sunday for a reunion
Using Your Head-Gear
NANCY
For Sale or Trade Brick house on Those attending were: Mrs. Lala
East Bniadway, Mayfield, Ky-C. Linville, Ralph Linville, Mrs. FranT Lear, 1212 Main Street. Phone cis McGee and children. Detroit.
Sac
1073 or 893-Wl.
Mr. and Mrs. David Linville and
- children. Mr and Mrs. Lenoard
Harley
FOR SALE-1042 model 45
and daughter, Mr. CharDavison motorcycle. Built in 1946 Pfleuger
lie Bailey of Buchanan, Tenn., Mr.
Recently painted. Very good conand Mrs. Buford Barton, Paris,
dition. See Sidney McKee. 1603
Sap Tenn. Mr. and Mrs. Tom Linville.
West Main. Phone 165.
Mr. and Mrs. George Linville, MurPOR SALE-Sat/oil tabletop strive ray. Afternoon callers were Mr
Telephone and Mrs. J. W. Salmon and sons
Excellent condition.
Sap and Mr and Mrs Mark Nix and
I192-R.
Mrs-. Octii Curd of Buchanan. A
I.FOR SALE -79-acre farm. 5-room good dinner and an enjoyable time
electric
basement,
with
house
for all.
Ask For
lights, stock barn 40x30, 8aroom toMiss Leta Waldrop of Murray is
24x20.
bacco barn, chicken house
TOM WYATT
visiting her aunt Mrs. David Hargarage, on milk route, near school mon and family. this week.
Service Manager
house, 6 miles west of Benton at
•
Mrs May Grubbs arid Mrs. Hindi.
Benton Oaklevel cross road. See
Grubbs were Monday afternoon
Virgil Darnall, Benton. Ky., route
GOOD SELECTION OF
S4p callers on Mrs. Harmon.
No. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Alexander
USED CARS TO
'and baby, Mr. and Mrs. Zelna FarBy Raelsetrn Van Buren
•
CHOOSE BROM
"Man, the Unknown"
ris and daughters were Sunday
an' SLATS
ABBIE
night bed-time callers on Mr. and
NOW
BUSINESS
RAWLEIGH
Mrs Howard Tidwell
IT MUST BE
OPEN in Trigg and South ChrisMr. and Mrs. Earl Steele am/
BECKY. IMOLA()
tian Counties. 5887 Utilities. Pro- baby spent Monday night with Mr
SHE'S HOME.
ducts sold 25 years. Trade well es- and Airs Alrnous Steele arid sons
tabluihcd. Excellent oppOrtunity. Tuesday. Mr. and Mrs. Ruble ThurDON'T LIKE
••
Mrs. William
Full time. Write at once. Raw- mond. Mr. arid
BEING ALONE PHONE 69
leigh's. Dept KHY-1090-189A. Fret'- Grubbs, Mr. and Mrs. Geo, LinHERE port, Ill.. or see M. L. Barnes. Rt. ville. Mrs. May Grubbs and Clovis
206 East Main Street
-9-p
A26-S2
Grubbs. Mrs. Earl Steele and baby
J. B. Watson 3. Murray. KyJ. 0. Patton
spent the day- men cuttms tobacco
'thnd ladies cooking and enjoying a
good dinner with the Steeles.
Mrs Lela Linville and family,
Mr .and Mrs. Geo. Linville and. Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Salmon end eons
were Saturday dinner: guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Barton.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble .Thurman and
daughter visited Mr. and Mrs. Walter Thurman Tuesday night. Mrs.
'Walter Thurman is ill.-- We hope
she is better real soon.
are all
Robert Barrow has .returned to
By Al Capp
REWARD
Chicago. •
A Goodly Crowd Was There ! !
LI'L ABNER
Mr. 'anti M's. Tease) Collins and
-daughters visited Mr. and 'Mrs.
GOLLY./7-WIF THESE
Ocus Dick Monday night.
WASTE!!THE
NO
THERE'S
MOIL
AN'
OF COURSE! GO AHEAD
AROUND, NOBODY WON'T
Mrs. 'Eulala Craig. Mrs. Ruby
q-P-SO SHIMOOS NOT
HIDE MAKES THE FINES"HIM.? WHEN YO' LOOKS AT A SHMOO
NEVAH HAFTA WORK NO
daughter were in
St. John and
ONLY LAYS AS - BUT
DEPENQING
CLOTH,
OR
LEATHER
HIMAT
'
.
T
AS THOUGH ','O'D LIKE
MORE .'?'-ALL HOOMANITY
THEY ALSO GIVES MILK 2
Hazel Saturday.
ON HOW THICK YOU SLICE IT,
TH FAT
HE. WES OF SHIEEli HAPPINESS!!
/
KIN NOW LIVE
Boman St John and children
AN''to' CLAIMS THE,
THE EYES MAKES wONDIFUL
• 0' TH' LAND MAKES WONDIFUl-9visited Mrs. Mattie St. John, Mr.
SUSPENDER BUTTONS-AND
NAMELY
STEAKS
and Mrs. Edgar St. John and daughTHERE ARE ABSOLUTELY
SN MOOS..
ters Sunday.
NO BONES ...IF
Mr. and Mrs. Harley Craig were
Sundt. afternoon guests of Mr,
and Mrs. Gustati St. John.
Very sorry to hear of the passing
away of Mrs Anna Dunn. Our
SEPT. 12-18
sympathy is extended to the famFAIRGROUNDS-LOUISVILLE
ilia
THE CRAWFORD DOOR SALES
COMPANY of Evansville, Indiana,
needs a carpenter-contractor to
sell and install overhead type
doors in Marshall and Calloway
Counties. The doors are easy to
sell and simple to install. Will
need but little capital. Opportunity
for large inceme with excellent
future. Best references required.
Write--Crawford Door Sales Company of Evansville, 521 Fulton
, Avenue, Evan:Nine, Indiana. S4c
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KENTUCKY
STATE FAIR
BRING ALL THE

Sixty-four farmers in Simpson
county are producing 'certified Ky.
31 fescue seed.
Approximately 30Q farmers in
Knex county are planning to SOW
•
alfalfa this fall.
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Town Shows How
Traffic Accidents
Can Be Averted

This Is Photo That Reversed Olympic Decision

_
Patchwork job Savis' LOOK! LOOK!
Policeman'sMorale
WILL PAY THIS WEEK:
Thel
• UP 1
COLUMBUS, 0
Heavy Hens
H
police crime laboratory solved
chaSprings
a
rebuild
new problem: how to
goned serg.ant's check.
Leghorn Hens
The che.it, with stub attached, Cox
was given to Police Sgt. -Marvin
Canada as quarterly payinent on Eggs
his uniform allowance. It was for

32c
34c
. 22c
14c
45c

.
HOBART, Okla. 'UPI When
this town was laid out on-rhe southwestern Oklahoma prairie in 1898.
every street was wide enough for a
20-mule team to turn around in
Highest market price for
the middle of each block.
$37.50.
Beef Hides
The National Safety Council. reafisent-imiudedly
Canada
Sgt.
Prices Subject to Change
ports that. Hobart. population 5.200. ripped up the check and stuck the
is in a class by itself wiLiotic a sin- stub in his pocket. Realizing his
Without Notice
gle traffic death in its 50 years of, error, he carried the torn pieces to
existence.
the crime laboratory.
mayor.
Pet e Cosner, genial
oether South 13th St.
Phone 441
Technicians pieced it tg
so'atched his head and said. "Ill' with cellulose tape.
Residence Phone 1034
be darned if I know how we do it.1
I guess we have the world's most'
When you see
careful drivers.
vero coming your way, you
n
someone

Uni

Boggess Produce Co.

Read the Ledger & Times Classified Ads

Safe driving is a serious thing
here.
The entire community is
concentrating on a long-ranee campaign to keep traffic deaths at least
four miles from the city limitsthe closest it has ever come to
Hobart.
Some of the Reasons

BRITISH SHOW CARRIER JET—Seen during test flights a
Langley Airfield. England, on August 24 was this latest
Hawker Jet Fighter, designed primarily as a carrier-borne
plane. It has folding wings and deck landing gear. Its speed
and range are still confidential.

Here are some of the reasonsi
the passing of the baton from Barney Fo ell
THIS FRAME most OFFICIAL OLT‘IPIC PICTURES
Southern Ctftl..•d is the popular more people died from accidents in
event. Judges contended the
relies
100tmeter
the
in
Wright
trocht in twosome- at extreme lefti to Lorene.
of the
• mustard, but also to be considered the home than in the streets of
dXqualified after winning the e.ent. A jurs
pass nes mad' illegally and the United Slates team
Arroo
photo
is Tendergreen. sometimes called Hobart:
this
vieviing
judee4. derision After
THE FALL GARDEN
Intern.o,anal Amateur Athlete Federation reversed Cie
1. The exceptionally wide streets.'
limit.
mustard-spinach. The spinach variN AS made uell inside the
pass
the
Obviously
•
Fall garden planting is a pro- ety is King of Denmark. winterhes.. the Inc markiiir, the limit for passing the boon
2. The level land.
teammate Gregory.
gressive affair that ends only with hardy, and capable of making early
3. Unobstructed, view at all in-I
Runner at right is Britain's McCorquodale passing to
frost The main crops are greens spinach next spring, planting as tersections.
and table turnips, sown at weekly late as Oct. I. The best table tur4 The routine of the two main
entucky Editor
Intervals as earlier crops get out nip variety is Purple Top Globe. highways along the edge of. town!
of the way Jusr Which planting
to keep traffic out of the heart of
There is another fall garden crop.
1
date is right depends on the weathe city.
an innovation to tey. winter head
5 A class in safe driving taug
ther and the black fleabeetle. For lettuce. It should appeal
parthis insect. DDT is a perfect con- ticularly to gardeners who wish to in the town's high school hiettIt
trol, but to make spraying or dust- get more value from their cold same credit as given for English or 1
—
(UPI
30.
Aug
LOUISVILLE.
mathematics.
eng possible row-sowing should
Orval W Baylor_ editor of the be done. Gardeners whose space is frames.
6 Safety clubs sponsored for
toKy.
August,
Versailles.
Seed-sowing time is in
Woodford Sun.
Sehool children by the Kiwanis
well keep this in
limited may
day was named chairman of the mind DDT comes in 3 percent and for the seedling bed a space club.
states' rights democrats in Ken- and 5 percent dust, or the 50 per- should be chosen that is shaded
7. A program by three women's
atter. 11 a. m. When the seedlings clubs to encourage bicycle riders to
tucky, •
cent "wettable" form may be used
they
leaves
true
4
to
2
from
have
of
leade'es
be careful.
About 50 Kentucky
in a spray, one level tablespoon
in soil
the dixiecrats met here yestettley per gallon of water. The critical should bib set in the frame
New Models Used
manure.
poultry
with
enrietted
well
They also named in executive time is while the seedlings arton
8. Prosperity
surroUndiligi
the
If
square
spaced 8 inches
committee
wheat and cotton farms that has'
at the "heart-shaped leaf" stage.
should
is in the sun, a shade
eliminated the jalopy from the
The party's candidates are Gov. J. before the trst rough leaves show frame
be made of %ham) canvas or • a road_
Half the automobiles iii
The veggie are kale, mustard
Strom Thurmond of Singh Caro"broken- shade of tree-trimmings Kowa County are post-war models I
lina for president and Gov Field- tttçnip tops and spinach The best
watering
Systematic
like
the
and
9. City Marshal Everett Jones'
variety is Siberian. wintering Wright of Mississippi for vice- kal
be done to push the seed- -get tough" policy when he Lets "a
and if harvested leaf by should
president
hard
possible.
all
lings
fellow who can't be reasoned with."
Baylor who edits the weekly leaf ad leaving the central bud,
Late in September. the frame
10. "ConservatiVe. driving by the
newspaper owned by A B 'Hap- will me early kale next spring
nights but entire wwn. Lawrence
should be covered
Morgan,
py , Chandler made no ptediction
in west- opened daytimes and, when day chairman of the local safety counon the new party's chance of win- make a 6impaign speech
temperatures drop to about 50 cil, said Hobart drivers "are seldom
ning in the state He said. how- ern Kentudity.
Baylor sonclI;arlier that the party degrees. kept covered except for an in a hurry
ever. that the group is strongest
Gene Mobley, a mechanic who
and had more t)In 1,000 voters who hour about noon. to admit fresh .
Garbutt of harle:oi. Pa.. rests in a Monticello. N. T.. hos- in democratic west Kentucky
New York or Imperial Is has been fixing Hobart's,. automoIf
get
air.
To
party
\the
backing
were
around
following
large
a
has
in • Aso
pital after suffering • Ira, cured leg and arm and four broken ribs
on the ballot, thug party must pre- the variety used, there will be us- biles fur 18 years, climbed from
Garbutt into Lexington and Covington
starting about 8 weeks under a car, wiped his hands on
2.140 foot fall A fault. parachute failed to opea dropping
Campaign htadquartesamwill be sent a petition 41bigried by 1,000 able heads
Gar-su•mp
e petition must after seeding, depending on how his greasy coveralls and saidadriva tree I ide feet below. He plummeted from the tree into a
opened soon at Lexington. Baylor registered voters
troops
the frame is built. ers here took pride in keeping
brit took up parachuting for a living after serving vitt,' airborne
said Thurmond would speak in be filed with the seeretary of state cold-resistant
their cars in good repair.
up to Thanksgiving.
•Inttreati •nal Soundpht •
Lexington and that Wright would before Sept. 8
daring the oar.

L
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K
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SWANN'S GROCERY

Abt

NEW BUILDING
208 South Fourth Street
24

the sc
sionar

0

progr.

PHONES — 25

Red Peppers or Pimentoes, 3 lbs.
New Wisconsin Cabbage, lb.
White Crowder or Purple Hull Peas, lb.
Fancy Red Potatoes, lb.
White Potatoes, lb.
4-lb. bag No. 2 Sound Potatoes
Red Sweet Potatoes. lb.
3-lb. bag Small Cooking Apples
Small Apples, gallon
Evaporated Prunes, 1-lb. carton
Prune Juice, quart
Apple Juice. 46-oz. can
For Dietetic Use — No. 2 eanyrsiaebes,
,
and Apricots.
Grapefruit Juice, No. 2-- an
46-oz. can Texun Grapefruit Juice
7-DAY COFFEE is Guaranteed
to be Better, 3 lbs.
I pound
New Pilgrim Coffee. lb.
Guaranteed Flour. 25-lb. Cloth Bag
Freeburg's Best Flour, 25 lbs.
Old Kentucky Honey, quart jar, 3 lbs.

State
matel,
tends(
Dr.
Lexin

... 25c •
6c
2e
/
121
6e
Sc
10c
10e
25c
10c ,
25c
30c
25c

on th•

ing u
will

of tht
First
Rev
of thi
of th
this r
this c
morni
Ton
an ad
India'
will •

•
10c
20e

graph
81.30
44c
T5c
$1.45
$1.65
$1.25

MEATS
Bacon, 1 -lb. layers, no rind
Star or Premium Sliced Bacon
Hams, Tenderized, half or whole

59c
78e
73e

Hams, Smoked, whole
Chicken, Fryers, milk fed, clean
.,
Cheese, 2-1b. boxes
PAY in Trade for EGGS

67e
69e
$1.00
46c
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PAY HIGH in Cash

YARI
—Liv•
Hof
TOWS

lower
50 cc

rzm

SOWS

FORMAL OPENING
\
OF OUR!
•

DODGE-PLYMOUTH Display Room and Shop
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 4

•

•

•

We invite you to inspect our show room and modern, well equipped service shop

FREE PRIZES

sprinl
good
le 62
170-11
$24-21
few
bulk
over
20.
Cal
900.
fin&
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weigl
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beef
head
abov
1750
good
at $:
high•
St.
stead
24.75
othe
pack
high.
$20-2
most
most

Bc
'

Several hundred dollars worth of prizes to be given FREE. Just Register as you come in - - FOLLOWING ARE THE PRIZES:
Mopar, 8-Tube, Automobile Radio and Aerial.

One Front End Alignment and Wheel Balance Job.

Setuf Four Goodyear Automobile Tires.

Hollywood Electric Roaster.

Set of Four Fisk Automobile Tires.

Jim Dandy Deluxe Electric Churn.

Set of Arthur Fulmer Seat Covers.

Three Motor Tune-ups.

One Hydraulic Automobile Jack.

Three Grease Jobs and Kendall 2000 Mile Oil Change.
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COME IN SATURDAY and come back at any time you wish and see the new and modern manner in which we take care of your every automobile need.
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TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY
Telephone 890

301 South Fourth Street
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